Optical bistability in core-shell magnetoplasmonic nanoparticles with magnetocontrollability.
We propose a mechanism to actively tune optical bistable behavior with the external magnetic field in nonlinear coated nanospheres with a magneto-optical (MO) shell and nonlinear metallic core. We show that such nanostructures can exhibit typical bistable phenomena near surface plasmon resonant wavelengths, which can be modified through the external magnetic fields B. We demonstrate numerically that the optical bistability exists only when the volume fraction η of the metallic core is larger than a critical one η<sub>c</sub>. Moreover, the bistable behavior is found to be dependent on the incident polarization state as well as the external magnetic field. The application of an external magnetic field does not only increase (or decrease) the upper/lower threshold fields but also changes the critical volume fractions. Such nanostructures with magneto-controllable optical bistability may be designed for us as nonlinear optical nanodevices, such as optical nanoswitches, nanosensors and so on.